
Use the outline below as a guide, a basic format, for preparing your presentation. You will want 
to practice your presentation so that you are presenting rather than reading off a sheet of paper.  
 
Consider revising this basic format to sound and flow like you. These fill-in-the-blanks are just 
for show. Your writing will be much, much more that the length of the blanks.  
 
Formal writing style and MLA formatting.  
 
 
HOOK 
Some attention grabbing device, quote, statistic, fact, or question. Make eye-contact. 
**pause** Get the audience to interact or respond in some way. Perhaps the audience shares 
something with a neighbor, or raises their hand in response to a survey, or moves in the room to 
show an opinion. You have so many options.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Hello, I am ………………….. and I was interested in the area of …………..(LARGE SOCIAL 

INQUIRY AREA) ……….. which led me to wonder ……………..(YOUR QUESTION)................... 

I pursued …………...(GIVE A BRIEF HISTORY OF WHERE YOU LOOKED AND YOUR 

PROCESS) …………. and in my research, I found that …………… (YOUR CLAIM) ………….... 

 

BODY 

In my first source …………….. (TITLE AND AUTHOR) …………... I read that …………… 

(TEXTUAL EVIDENCE) ……….... This means ……..(ANALYSIS -- Largest bit of writing) 

WHAT…..WHY…..HOW…….. This connects to my second source by ………………….. In my 

second source …………….. (TITLE AND AUTHOR) …………... I read that …………… 

(TEXTUAL EVIDENCE) ……….... This means …….. (ANALYSIS -- Largest bit of writing) 

WHAT…..WHY…..HOW…….. Adding to this is the idea that ……….(CONNECT ALL OF THE 

EVIDENCE) ………….. In my third source …………….. (TITLE AND AUTHOR) …………... I 



read that …………… (TEXTUAL EVIDENCE) ……….... This means …….. (ANALYSIS -- 

Largest bit of writing) WHAT…..WHY…..HOW……..  

 

COUNTER ARGUMENT (Ethos) 

Some people would argue that …………. (STATE OPPOSITION)................... However, 

………….. (STATE YOUR OPINION AGAIN AS A RESPONSE TO THE COUNTER AND WHY 

YOUR ARGUMENT IS THE ONE THE AUDIENCE SHOULD FOLLOW)……………………. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Summarize what you have found and how it answers your question.  

 

CALL TO ACTION 

What this means for us is that we should each ………… (ENCOURAGE YOUR AUDIENCE TO 

MAKE A CHANGE OR TO ACT BASED ON YOUR RESEARCH. TELL THE AUDIENCE 

EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT THEM TO DO)..................................... 

 

WORKS CITED 

MLA format, hanging indent, alphabetical, double-spaced 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/24/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/05/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ofg072L_cmSDUCOa5N8mzazHbUn-CG9PHn3Y1q3fRjc/edit


Partial EXAMPLE (the bolding are the outline points that I would use to memorize) 

Good day. I am Travis A. Wittwer. Who rode a bike to school today? Where did you park 

your bike? How crowded was the bike rack when you parked your bike?  

I found information on this topic to be hard to find as there does not seem to be a 

perceived need. However, I promise you--there is a need.  I asked the question, do bike racks 

make a difference? Yes, bike racks do. Bike rack installation will increase the livability of a 

city’s downtown. By livability, I mean—(1) increase in the number of visits to downtown, (2) 

increase in money spent downtown, and (3) increase in use of public spaces such as parks, cafes, 

music venues, art, festivals… 

Bike racks—these seemingly lowly creatures that roam the urban landscape pass by 

us every day without much thought. And that is the problem. Vancouver has installed 80 bike 

racks over the last few years and 5 corrals. This is good. Evergreen high school has one of the 

worst bike rack designs. This is bad. 

The topic I researched is bike racks because I have recently seen an increase in either 

poorly installed bike racks, or terribly designed bike racks. I racked my brain for the central 

problem which led to my thesis—in order for a city to remain a viable place of business and 

community living, cities must install bike racks that fall into the “staple” design.  

Good design leads to use.  I read about the superior design elements of staple racks as 

well as why “grill,” also called “school,” style does not work. I also researched city planning and 

civic code laws that dictate bike rack installation and style. Evergreen has a grill style bike rack; 

it is bad. “When bike commuters perceive the available bike parking to be both ineffective and 

inefficient it increases the likelihood that they will lock their bike to an unconventional structure 



such as a parking meter or tree, which is often the case around campus” (Holly). Some would 

say this topic does not require attention, thinking who cares about bike racks? I do, and you 

should. Every dollar your city spends on bad bike racks, is a dollar that will have to be spent 

again. As cities grow, and gas becomes increasingly more expensive, people will turn to bikes. 

Cities that do not plan for this are locked in the past. And bikes will be locked to trees, railings, 

and bus stops. Sadly, the solution to transportation—bike use—will cause clutter downtown if 

cities do not prepare.  

Good placement leads to use. “Having the right plan for your bike parking area will 

ensure it is a convenient and effective space and is inviting to the user” (Saris) 

Vancouver has added bike lanes, has an active bike group, and has installed bike racks 

throughout the downtown. Portland is a larger city and has slightly over 800 bike racks. 

Vancouver may have one-tenth of the bike racks, but in ten years, with correctly placed bike 

racks and corrals like the ones being put in downtown, the future looks good. 

Good promotion leads to use. Look back 6 years and see the growth. “When we 

contacted Campos, she confirmed that the bike parking was in the works. Campos said it will be 

a “test area” and that the location they’ve chosen is “a block where we have a high need for bike 

parking.” Another reason the location was chosen is because it is not currently being used as a 

motor vehicle parking spot” (Maus) 

Some say that there is little need for bike parking. This shows a lack of future 

thinking. The need may not be here today, but in the decades to come, it will be. There will be a 

time when cities are more crowded, gas more expensive, and fewer people own cars because of 

the high cost of car ownership. Look to cities like San Francisco or Tokyo or Seattle for glimpses 



into the future. The greatest advantage here is that a car spot, an unused car spot, was 

repurposed as a bike corral. A bike corral is a place that can hold a large number of bikes near 

places of business. Often bike corrals are on the street. The idea that car parking is needed 

everywhere has shown to be inaccurate since there are a number of streets in downtown 

Vancouver that do not need car parking. Consider the time and money put into making these car 

parking spots just to remove them. Consider the savings if cities were future thinking and 

planned for transportation changes or built parking on a need-basis. Bike racks may seem like 

urban furniture—just things on the sidewalk, not garnering a second glance. However, bike racks 

symbolize the direction of a city. Next time you are in downtown Vancouver, or in any city, look 

for bike racks and ride your bike. The more you ride, the healthier you will be.  


